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"•••••••••••• It becomes increasingly clear •••••••• that the present
form Lof the budgei!, while having certain advantagAs as regards ease of
examination, has disadvantages from the point of view of administration.
In particUlar, it imposes an undesirable rigidity in personnel
administration and, in certain respects, an undesirable complexity in
accounting procedures. Moreover, in at least one respect it makes
inevitable transfers between sections which I have no power to make
without the concurrence of the Advisory Committee: I refer to the
fact that a uniform deduction is made from the cost of established posts
for savings in turnover, which savings in fact occur irregularly among the
various Departments ••••••••••••••••••• "

Fifteenth report of the Advisory Qemmittee on Administrative and Budgetary
Questions to the. eleventh session of the General Assembly

2. The problems that have given rise to the present set of proposale were

stated during June 1955 by the Secretary-General, in the foreword to his

estimates for 1956 (A/2904):l! .

History of the Question

1. ~ne Advisory C9mIDittee on Administrative and BUdgetary Questions has

considered a report of the Secretary-General (A/C.5/662) submitting revised..
proposals for changes in the form of the United Nations budget.

l! Official Records of the General Assembly, Tenth Session, Supplettemt No. 5.
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3. The Secretary-General added that while he would attempt, in any changes

in the budget presentation, to secure improved financial control and a simpler

accounting, there would be no reduction in the amount of detailed information

to be prolj.c..E:cl in support of the estimates.

4~ The proposals thus foreshadowed were presented during November 1955

(A/C.5/639),3I and studied by the Advisory Committee. They formed the sllbject of

a report (A/3081~/ in which the Cow~ittee:

(a) Expressed the view, based on a preliminary study, that the
Secretary-General's proposals included many points of importance
calculated to improve the budget presentation and to make for a
more flexible administration of the Secretariat, as well as of
credits voted by the General Assembly; and

(b) Suggested that the major changes that had been proposed called for
careful study, both on the Committee's part and on that of
Governments of Member States.

5. Concurring in this suggestion, the Fifth Committee decided, at its

529th meeting on 13 December 1955 (a) to defer consideration of the item until

the eleventh session of the General Assembly; and (b) to request the Advisory

Committee to give further study to the matter during 1956.

Consideration of the Secretary-General's proposals

6. The Secretary-General's report of August 1956 (A/C.5/662) must be read in

conjunction with his initial proposals, which - with the exceptions noted below

(paras. 9 and 10) - it complements. Thus, the more recent report deals with

two arrangements which the Advisory Committee had tentatively suggested in 1955

. (A/3081, para. 5) as alternatives to those proposed by the Secretary-General:

the first provided for a budget presentation based on main fields of activity

(project or performance budgeting), and the second for the inclusion within a

single section of provision for a cadre of permanent posts, supplemented by an

annually agreed quota of fixed-term and other temporary posts.

Ibid., Annexes, agenda items 38 and 47.
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7. As regards the first of these points - the presentation of basic estimates

and a vote of funds by fields of activity, the Advisory Committee is prepared, at

least at the present stage of development of the Organization, to defer to th~

arguments which the Secretary-General opposes to this form of appropriation

budget (A/C.5/662, paras. 3-7). In summary, they are the following:

(a) Because of their nature, many items of administrative expenditure

cannot be related to the cost of the various main fields of activity;

(b) In the case of certain Departments of the Secretariat, activities or

programmes cannot be fully measured in terms that would give even an

approximate indication of their total cost;

(c) Any attempt to distribute "fixed costs", or those that are largely

independent of the nature of work programmes3/ over the various fields of

activity (for example, economic and social activities - comprising many

subdivisions - public information, Trusteeship affairs) must rest on a number of

arbitrary assumptions. Furthermore, the scrutiny of estimates which, though

related to a single object of expenditure, are dispersed over a number of

appropriation sections, becomes more difficult, and may, in consequence, weaken

the control now exercised by the General Assembly;

(d) Similar considerations apply even to those costs which vary more

or less directly with the size and scope of work programmes. Arbitrary

assumptions would again have to be made in the distribution of costs which,

though not clearly identifiable with a particular activity, are nevertheless an

element of expenditure in that activity. This category of costs includes such

items as the Executive Office of the Secretary-General, the Office of Personnel,

and the Controller's Office;

(e) Even if it were practicable to prepare and vote estimates for broad

programmes on the basis of fields of activity, the Secretary-General would find

difficulty in exercising adequate control over expenditure: appropriations for

]/ Examples of costs within this category are those incurred in amortizing the
Headquarters construction loan, which are immutable, and those resulting from
the maintenance of premises, which, though partly governed by the total
volume of United Nations activities) do not vary with any shift in emphasis
among those activities.

/ .,. .
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such items as temporary assistance, travel of staff and printing, being broken

down by fields of activity, would tend to be regarded as earmarked for those

activities, without reference to the changing needs to which adjustments in work

. programmes might give rise. I

8. Accordingly, the Advisory Committee reccmmends that, subject to the changes

of form outlined below, the appropriation budget should continue to be prepared

on the basis of objects of estimated expenditure, on the understanding that,

concurrently, the General Assembly shall receive the fullest possible information

concerning the approximate costs of the main fields of activity, in the form

indicated by the Secretary-General (A/C.5/662, para. 8). The interest of the

. Assembly has hitherto been directed, in the course of budget review, not only

to the total cost of the different types of expenditure (for example, established

posts, temporary assistance, travel of staff), but also to the cost of projects,

and particularly by main fields of activity. As regards the latter category,

it is clear that the proposed addition to the explanatory data will materially

assist towards a more exact appraisal of United Nations programmes according to

their intrinsic importance, their relation to other progra~es, and the

proportion of total funds which their execution would require.

9. As regards the second of the arrangements described in paragraph 6 above 

namely, the possibility of combining within a single appropriation section both a

cadre of permanent posts for the continuing work of the Gecretariat and an

annually agreed proportion of temporary or "project" posts required for the

execution of urgent additional projects - and normally limited to the duration

of such projects - the Advisory Ccmmittee believes that such an arrangement

should not be put into effect. This conclusion is based on two cODsideraticns:

(a) Inasmuch-as it is undesirable, for reasQns of efficiency and economy,

and fndeed contrary to provisions in the Staff Regulations, to link the nature

of the work assignment to the nature of the staff member's appointment (for

example, to assign to "additional projects 11 only the holders of ~Iproject posts"),

a problem of staff morale might arise, in a Secretariat composed preponderantly

of holders of permanent appointments, if it proved necessary under the scheme

to move a substantial number of the staff from the "continuing" to the "project"

manning-table; and

(b) It is the stated policy of the Secretary-General to aim towards a higher

proportion of staff servi.ng in a temporary capacity, and principally on

secondment from national Governments. / · · ·
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10~ However, the Secretary-General has submitted a proposal (A/C.5/662,

para. 16 (a», in which the Advisory Committee concurs, for the inclusion in the
\

main budget estimates of a consolidated manning-table covering almost the whole
I"

Secretariat, both at Headquarters and overseas offices. This single table would

show for each level of the Professional and higher categories, the total number

of posts requested (with aggregate cost by level), but as regards the General

Service category, only the total number of posts (and aggregate cost), without

a breakdown by levels. 4/ The proposed difference in treatment between the

categories is due to the fact that among the various offices of the United

Nations neither the classification of General Service posts nor the salary scale

in that category is uniform.

Nature and advantages of the proposed form of budget

11. Under the revised form, the budget would comprise three principal parts:2I
(a) Summary estimates in support of the proposed appropriations, broken

down into eight parts and twenty-two sections, as compared with the

present twelve parts and thirty-eight sections. (The consolidated

manning-table (see para. 10 above) would be annexed);

(b) An information annex containing a series of tables analyzing the

consolidated manning-table in the following manner:§!

(i) Distribution of posts by offices (Headquarters, Geneva, etc.)

(ii) Distribution of Headquarters posts by Departments and Offices

(iii) Distribution of Geneva Office posts by Service or other

administrative unit.

(together with additional tables for other offices away from
-Headquartersl./

Y See table appended to paragraph 16 (a) of document A/C.5/662.

21 The budget justification would be supplemented by the permanent booklet
described in paragraph 21 below.

§/ See document A/C.5/662, para. 16 (b).

/ ...
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(c) A oecond information annex. containing expanded information on main

fieldJ:: of' activity, and uhowing those coots 'which can be clearly

identified. with each activity, for example, fJalarieG r.:md common ntaff'

cOLrco of the interested Department or Depurtments, 'Hith related travel

caoto; the cost of tranolD;t,ion of documento; J0ho cost of' printing,

including the f.:rtaff cootB of the internal rcproductj,on Bection. Thio

1.nformation would represent an enlargement of that now furnished in

Informo:bion Annox. I1 (table E}fJ and, b,Y expluining 't1:W .vutterno

of work pro(~rommco) it v/ould provide performance targeto that could

bo ndjuc;,toc1, from year to y'ear, to changing circUIDotancoo.

12. It io the undorcrtanding of the Advisory Committoe that the tvTo annexeo

would form an inteeral part of the budget "juotification, even "though the detailed

tableo wculd bo indico:tivc only" and not rigidly binding on the [~ccrctary.. General.

Thus, the above-mentioned three elementc in the budget document 'would together

represent the oum total of the information to be Gubmitted by the Secretary-General

as a translation of' progro.:rmnes and prioritier.; into financial and

administrative terms.

13. In the Cow~ittee's opinion, the changes which the Secretary-General proposes

offer appreciable advantages. From a broad budget9;ry point of vieYl, the

General Assembly and its subsidiary bodies are enabled, through '0he grouping

together of items of a l~lke nature (for example, the items in the proposed neYl

section 1) to obtain a clearer picture of the precise purpose of a given

estimate, and of the reasons for any variation therein between financial years;

they are, by the same token, in a better position to exercise control over

expenditure for particular items in relation to the total of the authorized

budget. The Assembly is furthermore assisted in concentrating its attention on

major questions regarding the 11se of resources available to the Organization.

From a broad administrative standpoint, the revised form offers the follovling

advantages. First, that the critical review which is made at the time that the

11 Official Records of the General Assembly, Eleventh Session,
Supplement No. 5A.
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estimates are prepared - s'ome nine months in advance of the "Horking year - 'Hill

be resumed on the allotment of funds, since the progra:rlimes r.qjproved by the

General Assembly rather than the a,mounts authorized for particular units "Hill

form the basis of allotment. Secondly, the inclusion in a single section of

total salary costs affords to the Secretary-General tile opportunity - denied

under the eXisting budget system - for the unhampered transfer of staff, not

only between Departments at Headquarters, but between all offices of the

Organization vlherever situated, and thereby strengthens the concept of an

integral Secretariat collectively responsible for the efficient performance of

allotted tasks. Thirdly, the re-classification of budget sections serves, to a

larGe degree, to segregate items of expenditure that come vdthin the control of

the Secretary-General from those admitting of little, if any, discretion on his

part. Finally, the proposed changes remove the eXisting anomaly that, whereas

the Secretary-General is authorized to transfer funds between totally unrelated

i·tems within the same section (for example, in section 18 .. United Nations Office

at Geneva, from "Permanent equipment 11 to "Established posts ll
), he is

precluded from transferring on his own authority posts between Headquarters and

other United Nations offices.

14. At the same time the revised form of budget ~rcEcntation now proposed wil~

clearly increase the responsibility of the Secretary-General for the deployment

of his staff in such a vlay as to ensure the most economical use of the resources

available to him, consistent vlith the maintenance of efficiency. It v1ill

therefore be incumbent on Member Governments to give all possible aid to the

Secretary-General in the discharge of his responsibilities, and particUlarly

in the concentration of effort on activities of the highest priority and the

elimination or deferment of activities which no longer are ~f prime importance

or urgency.

Advisor~y Committee's recommendations

15. Subject to the foregoing observations, the Advisory COffiIDittee concurs

generally in the Secretary-GeneralIs proposals (A!C.5!639) as modified in
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\

document A/c.5/662. For convenience of reference, the annex to the present report

contains a specimen of the 1957 bUdget estimates re-cast along the lines proposed

by the secretarY-General. 81

16. The Advisory Committee recommends, as a minor modification of form, that the

, total provision for travel on official business (excluding travel on appointment,

transfer and separation) should be merged in a single section. This recommendation

seems to the Committee the logical corollary of combinjng in a single section,

without regional sub-division, items such as established pests temporary

assistance, and overtime.

17. There would also be advantage, in the Committee 1 s opJ-n~on, in including

in one of the annexes information concerning (a) the number of staff assigned

during the previous twelve montl1s from Departments to missions in the field; and

(b) the pattern of distribution of staff by nationality.91

18. The Advisory Committee recommends that the proposed changes should be adopted

on an experimental basis for a period of two years, and that, apart from-the

continuous review to be made by the Secretary·-General in the intervening period

and possible consultation with the specialized agencies, these changes should be

the subject of a special report to the General Assembly at its ~ourteenth(1959)

session, summarizing the experience so gained. In making this recommendation

the Advisory Committee in no way disregards the prerogatives which the Secretary

General is authorized to exercise Q~der the Financial RegUlations of the United

Nations or specific resolutions of the Assembly. Thus, the Regulations provide

that "the El,nnual budget estimates shall be prepared by the Secretary-General, and

shall be divided into parts, sections, chapters and articlesU
, without

stipulating the number or precise nature of such sub-divisions. Where information

. 8/ A minor variation recommended by the Advisory Comm:fttee in paragraph 16 below
has been incorporated into the specimen budget.

9/ The suggested information under point (b) would be limited to staff'members
appointed on a nationality basis in the Professional and higher categories
and at the principal level of the General Service category (at Headquarters),
other than those holding posts with language requirements.

I .·.
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annexes ,and explanatory statements are concerned, it is provided that these shall

be such as the General Assembly may request or the Secretary-General himself

deem "necessary and useful".

19. It is therefore for the Secretary-General to determine, within the above

,limits, the form in which to submit his estimates, and past practice has accorded

fully with the prescribed procedure. ~us, the consolidation of the Headquarters

items for home leave, temporary assistance and staff travel was undertaken either

wholly or largely on the Secretary-GeneralIs initiative, while in other cases

far-reaching changes of form, and notably in the 1948 estimates, were the outcome

of prior consultation with the Advisory Committee. In the present case, the
,

changes proposed are of so exteLsive a character, and especially in regard to

the transfer authority of the Secretary-General, that it is clearly appropriate

to seek the prior sanction of the General Assembly.

~O. Three further points are worthy of notice; first, that independently of the

form of budget presentation, the actual method of reviewing estimates will remain
, .

a matter for the General Assembly and its subsidiary bodies. As has already

been noted, supplementary material may be requested of the Secretary-General by,

or on behalf of, the General Assembly, and the Advisory Committee itself might

thus decide, in the light of such material or on other grounds to depart, in its

budget review, from the sectional arrangement of the Secretary-GeneralIs

estimates, and instead to concentrate on one or more questions of a wider

character, undertaking, for example, a comprehensive study of expenditure prop~sed

in the economic and social fields or for the legal work of the United Nations, or

a survey of the use of consultant funds generally. Secondly, the Committee's

report on those estimates forms, in accordance with the Financial Regulations,

an integral part of the budget submission, and has hitherto served as the basis

for the Fifth Committee's discussions on bUdgetary matters. Consequently, the
I

Advisory Committee's observations on the estimates will serve to supplement the

material available in the first and second of the proposed information annexes.

Thirdly, with the simplified budget presentation, the Committee will seek to

develop a closer review of past performance, both by fields of activity and under

specific heads of expenditure, and to analyze and assess the ~actors underlying

any revisions or additions to the original appropriations.

/ ..' .
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Procedures for the printing of the budget document

21. The SecretarY-GeneralIs proposals would, if adopted, result in an abridsed

budget document: apart from the fact that the revised structure would permit of

concise treatment, the Secretary-General has proposed (A/C.5/639, p. 4) to

relegate to a permanent booklet certain material which represents a continuing

bUdget justificati011 (number of members on committees, authority for special

per diem rates, authority for the establishment of particular commissions, etc.).

These changes, combined with the omission, as from 1~56, of the "Detailed

schedule", which accounted hitherto for some twenty pages of printed text,

suggest the possibility of improved procedures for the printing of the budget.

At present, the initial estimates are reproduced during July in printed form. In

the course of the remaining months of the year, revised estimates are issued in

mimeographed reports, to an average of twenty-two, which are subsequently printed

in the annexes to the Official Records. In consequence, the budget, as approved

by the General Assembly towards the close of its session, comprises a series of

separate documents, which supplement or modify the original assumptions, plans and

estimates, but none of which contains definitive manning-tables for the Secretariat

as a 'whole. lO/

22. The inconvenience thus caused to Delegations and Secretariat alike could be

obviated if, upon a full study of the matter, it were found practicable to adopt a

revised procedure on the following lines:

(a) The Secretary-GeneralIs budget Foreword would be issued as at present,

in printed form, concurrently with his initial estimates;

(b) The latter document would be reproduced internally, by offset process;ll/

10/ The Fifth Committee's report to the General Assembly on the budget estimates
treats in narrative form of every budgetary item considered during the
session, but manning tables are not annexed.

In making this recommendation, the Advisory Committee has had regard to the
abridgement which the revised form of budget will make possible.

/ ...
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(c) Any revisions of the initial estimates, as well as the supplementary

estimates for a current year, would be reproduced, in the first instance,

in mimeographed form or, where practicable, as substitute offset pages

for insertion in the initial estimates; and

(d) A printed budget would be issued after the close of the General Assembly

session, in a single volume incorporating the budgetary d3~isions of that

body but omitting much of the justification and explanatory material

already available in the estimates. Such a volume would constitute

a handy working and reference document, fo!' use throughout the budget

year, and would greatly facilitate comparison with the estimates of a

following year.

/ ...
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PART II

$768,700

$50,000

$1,625,000

SPECIAL MISSIONS AND RELATED ACTIVITIES

$2,393,700

Section 4. United Nations Field Service

Section 3. Special missions and related activities

PART I

Section 2. Board of Auditors

Section 1. Travel of representatives, members of Ccmmissions and Committees

$613,000

A/3372
English
Annex
Page 1

SESSIONS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, THE COUNCILS, COMv1ISSIONS AND COMMITTEES

$663,000

The following schedule shows, by parts and sections, the 1957 budget

estimates (A/3l26) in the form recommended by the Advisory Committee in the

present report. The figures are in certain cases only apprcximate. Thus, the

total of $613,000 for section 1 includes $50,000 fo!' the Visiting Mission of the

Trusteeship Council. This latter provision covers, among other items, staff

travel which, under the revised budget form, would figure in part Ill. In view,

however, of the fact that, pending a decision of the Council on the 1957 itinerary,

only a token entry has been made in the estimates for that year, 8 distribution

of the amount cannot be attempted at this stage.
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PART III

T:HIi SECRETARIAT

$31,851,000

Section 5. Salaries and wages

$25,738,000

Section 6. Ccmmon staff costs

$4,8c6,oco

Section 7. Travel on official business

$1,237,000

Section 8. Hospitality

$20,000

Section 8a. Specia:!. payments under annex I, paragraph 2, Staff Regulations

$50,000

PART IV

SPECIAL OFFICES

$816,)+00

. Section 9. Office of the United Nations High Ccmmissioner for Refugees-
$582,600

Section,IO. Permanent Central Opium Board anu Drug Supervisory Body

$100,200 r

Section 11. Joint Staff Pension Board and United Nations Staff Pension
Ccmmittee

$133,600

PART V

COMMON SERVICES AND EC:UIP!v1ENT

$7,367,000

Section 12. General expenses

$4,676,000

/ ...
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Section 13. Printing, otationery and library services

$1,930,000

Section 14. Permanent equipment

$761,000

PART VI

TECHNICAL PRCGRAMMES

$2,061,100

Section 15. Technical Assistance Administration

$386,700

Section 16. Economic development

$479,400

3

Section 17.

Section 17a.

Social activities

$1,000,000

Human rights activities

$50,000

Section 18. Public administration

$145,000

PART VII

SPECIAL EXPENSES

$2, 61-!-9" 500

Section 19. Transfer of the assets of the League of Nations to the
United Nations

$649,500

Section 20. rJnortization of the Headquarters construction loan

$2,000,000

/ ...
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PART VIII

J.:~JTERNATICNAL COURT OF JUSTICE

$624,600
Section 21. The International Court of Justice

$624,600

/ .. "
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APPENDIX I

Consolidated manning-table

. Established posts at Head~uarters and overseas

offices financed from appropriation section 5a /

Professional and higher categories

1956 1957 $
·... 21 Under Secretary ·......
·... 27 Directors ·......

55 Principal Officers ·......
164

.
Senior Officers • • • • It • •

·... 403 First Officers ·......
592 Second Officers ·......
232 Associate Officers ·......
147 Assistant Officers ·......

General Service category

A/3372
English
Annex
Page 5

·... 2,246 General Service

(all levels)b/

Total ... f!l ••••••••••••••••••••

Cost-of-living
adjustment ...•.......••.•.•..

Provision for manual workers
and casual labour ....•...•...

Adjustment for turnover
of staff * ••••••••

·......
$ .

• • 11 • • • •

·......
·......

TOTAL 3,887 TOTAL .......•.••.........•... $ .

See footnotes on following page.
/ ... '
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Notes

a/ Separate manning-tables would be appended to the following appropriation
sections:

Section 3·
Section 4.
Section 9·
Section 10.

Section 11.

Section 15·
Section 21.

Special missions and related activities

United Nations Field Service

Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

Permanent Central Opium Board and Drug Supervisory Body

Joint Staff Pension Board and United Nations Staff Pension
Committee

Technical Assistance Administration

The International Court of Justice

b/ It would be desirable, while grouping together all Generai Service posts,
to indicate in a footnote the number of posts at the highest level in that
category proposed for each office; Headquarters, Geneva Office, Information
Centres, etc.

,
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